
L’OSCURITÀ, MA IO HO UNA LUCE
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Dedicated to my father Bruno and my mother Elvira

 Thank you for simply being there in the most difficult moment.

 When all was lost, You saved my life.





‘Luce’

as

Re-appearance,

Brilliance,

The color as black,

Looks empty ...

It’s time to look inside you ...

There is  a light, 

A little flame  — Seek it …
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I was too sick to leave my bed. 

In fact, I was too weak even to lift my head from the pillow.

At the age of 45, I found myself almost dead.

I had lost 16 kilos: I looked skeletal.

How many times — I cried. So many times I accused myself 
of being neglectful. I didn’t have veins; I didn’t have liquids 
in my body — I was shrunken and de-hydrated.

It was awful. 

I could only breath.

But … I was still alive.

I knew I had a choice — to get control of the situation, or to 
leave that same control to others. 

I chose to go forward, and heal myself. 

I chose ‘life’.

When slowly, slowly, I felt a bit better (… and it took me 6 
months) I decided to get information, to study my ‘disease’: 
I read books on biochemistry, to know how my internal 
chemistry worked, and to find a solution; I learned about 
nutrition, aliments’ combination to help digestion, and 
yoga and qi gong, to calm my mind — discovering other, 
‘alternative’ ways to help my body, my mind and my spirit: to 
accept my sickness, that I only had created, and to accelerate 
my healing.

Health is a choice. Illness is not a disease.

It is an imbalance in your body, which tells you that something 
is wrong — and that you can help yourself to grow or to 
recede. If you give your cells what they need, and if you care 
for your body, which is your temple, and for your mind, which 
is your will, and for your spirit, which is your strength, and 
further, if you care for your emotions, you will not become 
sick.

Conventional thinking can trap us: why do we accept that 
stress can make us sick, yet have difficulty in embracing the 
idea that love, laughter and a balanced life can make us 
well? Why don’t we get informed about what ‘real food’ is, 
and take a step towards understanding nutrition and healing 
using a healthy diet?

What is spirituality, and how can it be helpful?

We can heal ourselves; our body can heal itself, but we have 
to give it a little extra help to aid this process, by avoiding 
that which is toxic, stressful, not conducive to our happiness, 
or to our reaching a healthy and balanced state of mind — 
and working on all this, everyday, continuously. 

It demands discipline — and is a hard job. Of course, it is not 
the same for everyone. There are people who have never 
become sick. Are they simply lucky — or do they actually 
love and take care of themselves?

We are individual, unique beings. And we learn from each 
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40 days have passed, and I am recovered.

I never thought that my disease could bring me here, to one 
of the places known as ‘hospitals’.

What a strange place it is — yet only if you live in it.

By definition, the hospital is an institution where the sick or 
injured are given medical or surgical care. Doctors say my 
disease is grave; a serious, chronic, ulcerative colitis.
It is known as an immune disorder of the colon, that generally 
involves the rectum, and which — if I am not careful — could 
cause future problems.

In fact, I came close to losing my life.

Again.

It was the fourth such occasion.

My father brought me here, to ‘S. De Bellis’(Institute of 
Hospitalization and Scientific Care), Castellana, in January, 
after my being discharged from another hospital, almost 
dead. I did not talk; I did not eat or drink. I was a vegetable, 
unable to move. I did not walk for 40 days.

My left leg was hurting, badly.

The previous hospital was called ‘Salus’ — they had sent me 
home, after 16 days of recovery.
I convalesced in the ‘medicine department’, which was not 
specialized in gastro–digestive problems.

L’OSCURITÀ, MA IO HO UNA LUCE

Salus is a private clinic where my parents thought to seek 
emergency help — and which, in the end, showed that its 
doctors lacked the slightest knowledge of what they were 
doing, and were certainly devoid of the human touch.

After a week of struggles, I recovered in a single room.

My father and sister had a problem with having me recover 
there — my father didn’t want to leave me in a public hospital, 
which, in the South of Italy, would be very crowded.

Public hospitals are very bad for you! — he said.

He was looking for something better. The Salus director 
didn’t want to treat me, because I was officially resident in 
London, where I had also accidentally left my International 
Health Insurance card.

I had been too sick to remember to bring it with me.

So, while I was sitting and waiting on a wheelchair, in the 
foyer of the clinic, unable to walk, they came to me saying 
that they didn’t want to accept me as a patient.

The doctors were there. My father was shocked. 

He didn’t give up; he tried a different solution — he wanted 
to pay for a private consultation with one of the doctors at 
Salus. He said that, after that consultation, they would treat 
me.

The Doctor’s name was Rizzo, a gastro-enterology specialist.
We went to his office, which was located on the first floor of 
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the clinic. After awaiting our turn, we entered, myself and my 
father.

Once in, I explained my personal health situation, and gave 
him the diagnosis of the endoscopy that I had done in 
London on the 29th of September 2017.

Briefly, he took a look, visited me and gave me — without 
doing any serious examination — mesalazine (Mesavancol — 
2 cps mornings and nights, after meals), as well as cortison.

This is the treatment that people with your problem follow 
— he said.

I want to tell you something: shut yourself in a room and cry, 
because what you have is unfortunately something that will 
never be cured — you will have this for life! We don’t know 
what causes your illness! — he said to me, smiling, as if he 
were deriving some sort of sadistic pleasure from telling me 
that, with that repugnant smirk on his face!

I turned my head, and looked at my father, listening to 
what he was saying. He looked back at me, with the same 
expression of bewilderment.

That is 100 euros — Rizzo then said, after 15 minutes of his 
time.

What about convalescence and recovery? — my father 
asked. I can’t keep my daughter like this at home! She is not 
well. She is bleeding.

She doesn’t need recovery — he answered — this pathology 
must be cured in this way. 

I tell you — he said, looking at me — if you stop taking these 
drugs, you won’t stay healed; all your pain will come back. I 
have had patients, in the past, who felt good while taking the 
drugs, who were able to get back to normal life, to work and 
carry on with life like anybody else, after a few years … but, 
once they felt well, they stopped taking the drugs that I gave 
them, and then regressed to their initial state — they felt sick 
again. So do it. If you want to avoid feeling sick, take these 
drugs. They will save your life.

My father was shocked.

I thought it was a bad dream, having this jumped up doctor 
before me, talking to me in such a dreadful way. I couldn’t 
respond in kind as I didn’t have the strength to punch him in 
the face. Was he a doctor or just an asshole?

My father decided to find another, different solution.

He went to the local ASL health centre, in my town, and 
spoke with the director, saying — my daughter is very bad, 
and needs a temporary health card to be treated at Salus, 
because she forgot to bring hers from London.

Please help me, otherwise she will die. She is losing a lot of 
blood while defecating. I don’t know what to do on my own. 
I need help — she can’t walk. I have never seen her like this! 
Please help me.
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Some of them had very serious conditions. One died, during 
my stay.

She was surrounded by vases, full of beautiful flowers. Some 
of them were fake.

I was in a room which I shared with an old lady. She was 65 
years old, and had pancraitis.

It is funny and sad at the same time, introducing yourself to 
another patient, who is your cell-mate.

Sometimes, I felt as though I was in a play …...

Hello how are you? My name is …

It could be better … and you?

Not bad at all.

Why are you here?

I have pancraitis — and you?

I have chronic rectal ulcerative colitis …

Oh well, that is bad … How did you get it?

Actually, I don’t know. It’s an illness — you don’t know how it 
arises, they said.

What treatment are you receiving?

I don’t know yet. They are giving me steroids …

It has been years that I have been in the same condition — it 

doesn’t want to go away, my illness …

What do you mean? 

I mean, it has been four years that I’ve been going in and out 
of this hospital …

 … for me, it is my first time … and hopefully last!

And, you begin to feel worried, because you want to go away 
from that place for good, and never come back again — and 
someone in the bed, next to you, tells you that she has been 
in and out of hospital for four years.

It is tremendously scary. You don’t want that for yourself.

Day and night, I had an IV attached to a CVC, also known as 
a central line, central venous line, or central venous access 
catheter. It is a catheter placed into a large vein.

Catheters can be placed in veins in the neck (internal jugular 
vein), chest (subclavian vein or axillary vein), groin (femoral 
vein) or through veins in the arms. 

They performed a little operation to fit the CVC; it was used 
to feed me everyday, 24 hours after 24 hours. Immediately 
following the surgery when they inserted it, I discovered 
what it means to have tachycardia.

My heart did not stop thumping for 10 minutes.

I’d had no veins available for use anymore, those in my 
arms having been left too weak by days of blood tests and 
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intravenous drips.

So they’d had to look elsewhere, and found the new one 
beneath the clavicle, for giving me the necessary drugs.

And there I was — in the course of following a treatment 
program prescribed by the doctors.

I had arrived there with a serious health condition — a couple 
of days more, and I could have died. My strength was leaving 
me that day. I remember the feeling: a debilitating weakness.

Then, luckily, in that hell, I found help — perhaps from 
heaven. On my way, someone appeared from nowhere to 
help me.

 
 



Affinché qualcosa arrivi è necessario che qualcosa finisca.

Non bisogna avere paura della fine, perché ogni fine è un nuovo inizio. 
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Thoughts create your future.

It is important to choose thoughts in a way that is positive, 
and in touch with the moment.

Let’s leave sadness, jealousy, resentment, anger and guilt 
aside …

Let’s look at our body: at a miracle, breathing independently, 
with oxygen circulating inside.

Every single cell in our body is important.

I have always thought there is an intelligence within, that 
takes care of us. It beats our heart, and it digests our food.

How complex we are: so magnificent, and so fragile!

This intelligence makes us walk, laugh, cry, talk, communicate 
and love.

If we think, there are so many things that we take for granted. 
We should be grateful for the little miracles that we have 
everyday. So often, we concentrate on what we don’t have, 
when, instead, we should be grateful for what we do have, 
now: for the abundance of life.

Take time to nurture yourself, because you are worth it. 
Express the love you have for yourself, without shame.

We create our experiences over and over; the point of power 

is always in the present moment.

That which we have in our lives, we have created with our 
past beliefs and thoughts.

Our internal dialogue is constantly creating our future; how 
many times do we talk to ourselves? What do we say to 
ourselves?

Can you listen to yourself?

Stop and watch: is your thought negative or positive?

Are you happy or unhappy?

Many of us will create illness and disease; others, happiness 
and love. Why is it that we only notice our body when we get 
ill, or suffer pain?

Why don’t we see what is inside us when we feel good?

Why do we take everything for granted?

We are lucky, for the truth is that our thoughts can be 
changed: we choose them — and we can refuse to think 
certain thoughts. Everyone on this planet is suffering from 
self-hatred and guilt, to some degree or another.

We find that we are always trying to please others: ‘I am not 
good enough’, ‘I don’t do enough’, and ‘I don’t deserve’, are 
our thoughts — but for whom?

THOUGHTS
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The ocean is happy.

Why are men and women not happy?

Only man is so clever as to create unhappiness: nothing else 
seems to be as skilful.

Happiness is innocence, simplicity; it is nothing to brag 
about.

But, when you are unhappy, you are doing remarkable things 
to yourself: you are doing something really hard; you are cre-
ating your own illness.

I did.

And you?
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Mobile photography: Blood test 



The gift of an ordinary day ...
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sad place. I can take a picture of you with sunglasses and 
without. What do you have to do all day long, here, at the 
hospital?

No, without — he said.

He took off his sunglasses and looked straight in my face. He 
had no eyes. It was my first time looking into the eyes of a 
blind man, so closely.

Weird — I thought.

He said — I don’t like myself without glasses.

But — how can you not like yourself if you cannot see yourself 
in the mirror? — I said.

I know it might seem like a rude question, but I have learned, 
through my life, to be very honest with people — and, 
sometimes, my sincerity and honesty is cruel …

That was something that I was curious about — how someone 
blind can perceive himself; how, if he cannot see himself in 
the mirror, he can dislike himself without sunglasses?

How can he see the difference between being with, or 
without, sunglasses?

I don’t want you to take pictures of me — he said again.

Ok, fair enough; I will come and visit you tomorrow, again, 

and I will ask you again … what do you think? — I said.

Maybe you don’t like the idea today, but maybe you will 
tomorrow?

I was determined. I thought that I didn’t have anything to 
lose: after what had happened to me, with my illness, I was 
living as if everyday was my last.

My daughter is coming to visit me tomorrow at midday — he 
replied.

That is great! — I said — I will come at 10:30 am, and you will 
tell me — and, after asking for his room number (it was 8), 
that is what I did.

The day after, I didn’t feel like taking pictures.

I hadn’t slept well, and I was feeling very tired — but I forced 
myself up, making up my mind to go and take his pictures.

I went to visit him in his room, where he was lying down on 
his bed, with his sunglasses on. Next to him was another 
patient. He aroused my curiosity.

Antonio, I am Loredana, the photographer — I said

Loredana Bertè — he replied, with a big smile.

I laughed. Loredana Bertè is an Italian singer.

How do you feel today? — I said.
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I am good — he replied.

Shall we walk a bit? Maybe you can smoke a cigarette in your 
secret place, up the stairs. I have seen you going there often. 
And maybe we can take some pictures in the waiting room 
— I don’t think there are people there today. What do you 
think?

With sunglasses — he said.

That is fine — I said — with sunglasses.

So, we walked to the waiting room …

Nobody was there.

I asked him to sit down on a chair, and look at me.

It was strange to ask him to look at me … I said it, and then I 
thought — how can he look at me?

He did what I asked. 

He looked at me with the sunglasses.

Then — what about if you take off the sunglasses? — I said.

He did not answer.

I got close to him, and took off his sunglasses, and — you 
look so sweet without them! — I continued.

I will take your pictures, and I will send them to you, with and 

without sunglasses — I said. 

I don’t like myself without glasses — he repeated.

I think you are wonderful … more sweet — I said — What 
happened to you? How long have you been blind?

50 years — he said — I was 20 years old, when it all happened.

He went on — I was a restorer of antique furniture, and I 
was cleaning it with a liquid cream that went into my eyes 
— so acid. And that is how I lost my sight and my eyes — an 
accident. But before I could see.

You were so young! — I am so sorry!

Yes, I was very young.

Then, I got married. My wife died — I have 4 children, and 
my niece rides a horse, and my other nephew is a football 
player. I can imagine them, but I can’t see them.

They tell me what they do. I have been in the darkness for so 
long. But I can hear voices and feel movements, feeling the 
energy. I have become more sensitive, over the years.

Though I could see that he was blind, I felt that he could see 
without eyes — the opposite condition to those people have 
sight, yet not vision.

I see you, so confident when you walk, and smoke a cigarette, 
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Antonio smoking
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I giorni passano inesorabili. Sono talmente veloci che il tempo 
mi fa paura. Ma insisto a non considerarlo, a rinchiuderlo 
solo in questo attimo chiamato ‘presente’ in cui è compreso 
tutto il mio presente, il mio passato e il mio futuro.

Io sono nella mia stanza. 
La numero 13.
Sono al quarto piano.
Il reparto si chiama Gastroenterologia ed Endoscopia 
Digestiva.
La porta è aperta per le visite.
Ci sono 19 stanze nel corridoio illuminato al neon.
Mi piacerebbe non vedere nessuno.E invece no.

Ci sono due letti nella camera, il mio è il numero 15. Il numero 
16 al momento è occupato da una signora sulla sessantina, 
che è venuta a fare un breve controllo di salute per capire se 
c’è qualcosa che non va e, se tutto andrà bene, andrà via tra 
una settimana.

Così ne entrerà un’altra e farò una nuova conoscenza.

In questa vita, siamo visitatori di passaggio che si scambiano 
storie di vita.

Non immaginavo che ci fosse tanta gente malata. 
E tra di loro, ci sono anch’io.
Io sono malata.
Così mi dicono loro … i medici.

Mi era sconosciuta … questa realtà. Quando stai bene non 
pensi mica agli ospedali, ai manicomi, alle prigioni, alla 
malattia, alla morte.
Li osservavo, da lontano, incuriosita. 
Volevo un pò esplorarli con la mia fotografia.
Non capivo cosa realmente fossero queste strutture. Le 
vedevo come delle prigioni, delle prigioni isolate, dove 
accade di tutto. Sono sempre stata convinta che la maggior 
parte di loro distruggono il paziente; il malato viene imbottito 
di farmaci per essere mantenuto in vita.

È un morto vivente, che cammina.

È un mondo a parte, il dolore.

Può essere capito, solo se vissuto sulla propria pelle, e 
curato, solo in alcuni casi. In altri casi il dolore è per sempre, 
te lo senti addosso. Lo annusi come fosse carne marcia, ti fa 
male tutto e ti senti impotente.

Io voglio sentirmi invincibile, indistruttibile.

Qui, l’aria malata, si respira giorno dopo giorno. La noti 
appena sveglia, già di primo mattino, guardandoti nello 
specchio del bagno, osservandoti; osservi ciò che è: che la 
tua faccia non è più la tua. Sono dimagrita, ho le occhiaie, 
i capelli arruffati e puzzolenti, che non lavo da settimane; 
anche se volessi, non riesco a lavarli.

IL DOLORE
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‘Lavare i capelli’ mi risulta un’operazione complicata. 
Ho difficoltà nel camminare, vado avanti e indietro per 
un corridoio, sempre lo stesso, ogni giorno, a contare le 
stanze, sempre le stesse, a guardare i malati che mi vengono 
incontro nel senso opposto e poi a fermarmi sempre nello 
stesso punto, di fronte alla stessa finestra, e guardare lo 
stesso panorama con lo stesso mio sguardo ormai morto, 
annoiato, e soffermarmi sul parcheggio pieno di macchine 
dei visitatori. 

Ho la febbre che non va via, la mia caviglia sinistra è gonfia e 
ho le emorroidi. Faccio fatica a sedermi.

Le cose semplici sembrano trasformarsi in problemi. 

Ma perché? La mia prima osservazione, al mattino, di fronte 
allo specchio.

Qui si ubbidisce alla routine, le giornate sono tutte uguali 
e, quando sono uguali, passano in fretta. Ma non voglio 
pensare al tempo poiché, pensandoci, mi sento inutile. 

Ogni giorno provo a sentire la mia pena, il mio dolore, il mio 
corpo malato. Sono arrivata anche a guardarmi dentro gli 
organi e la testa. 

Ci parlo con loro.

Ho pensato che osservare da vicino il proprio dolore porta 
alla scoperta dell’esistenza di una separazione, poiché solo 

ciò che è separato da te può essere visto. Ovviamente, 
ciò che è inseparabilmente unito con te, non può essere 
osservato.
Chi è consapevole del proprio dolore ha la sensazione che il 
dolore sia da qualche altra parte, mentre egli si trova ad una 
certa distanza.

Cos’è il dolore?

Sicuramente è una esperienza sgradevole, sensoriale ed 
emotiva, associata ad un danno dell’organismo.

Eh sì, l’ho danneggiato tantissimo il mio corpo. Inizio a 
rendermene conto, ogni giorno che passa.

Non avevo ancora capito il mio grado di responsabilità 
nell’accaduto. Nel mio organismo sta accadendo qualcosa 
di nocivo e il mio corpo mi sta informando che qualcosa non 
funziona bene.

Il corpo informa il cervello affinché questo, in modo istintivo 
o mediato, possa porre in atto comportamenti adeguati.

Il dolore segnala il rischio di perdita dell’integrità psicofisica 
allo scopo di ripristinarla o conservarla.

Ma se questo è vero, per le malattie acute non lo è quando 
il dolore si fa cronico, ossia quando esaurisce il suo compito 
di sentinella perdendo l’utilità di allarme e divenendo esso 
stesso più malattia che sintomo, causando disequilibrio 
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DAMMI PIÙ LUCE! ... PIÙ LUCE!

Io sono una donna fortunata …
Ho tutto, proprio tutto …
Non mi manca niente.
Ho gli occhi per vedere …
Ho piedi e gambe per camminare …
Ho le mani per toccare, creare e accarezzare …
Ho le labbra per baciare e denti per masticare o azzannare 
e mordere …

Ho un cuore che pulsa e mi parla,
Provo e ricevo emozioni, 
Do emozioni …
Ho un cervello per pensare e la mia mente …
Posso cambiare me stessa e il mondo, se lo voglio.
Ho i polmoni per respirare,
Ho il sangue che mi scorre come un fiume in piena,
Le mie cellule sorridono …
Ho la vagina, la sento pulsare,
Ho amore attorno a me …
Ho mia madre, mio padre, mia sorella, i miei fratelli accanto 
a me.
Ho amici che mi supportano ...
Io sono una donna molto fortunata.
Sono sana,
Sono libera,
Sono viva ...
Sono il respiro ...
Ho tutto.
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It has been shown that placebos have measurable 
physiological effects. 

They tend to speed up pulse rate, increase blood pressure, 
and improve reaction speeds, for example, when participants 
are told they have taken a stimulant. 

Placebos have the opposite physiological effects when 
participants are told they have taken  a sleep producing 
drug. 

The placebo effect is part of the human potential to react 
positively to a healer. 

A patient's distress may be relieved by something for which 
there is no medical basis. 

People who receive a placebo may also experience negative 
effects.They are like side effects with a medication and may 
include, for example, nausea, diarrhea and  constipation. 

A negative placebo effect has been called the nocebo effect. 

Are placebos real?

A placebo, also known as a sugar pill, is a treatment that is 
often given to study participants as a control to compare the 
effects of "nothing" to the effects of an actual treatment. 

But studies in the past have shown that, inexplicably, 
placebos can have positive effects.

What causes the placebo effect?

The expectation effect. 

Many think the placebo effect occurs because the patient 
believes in the substance, the treatment, or the doctor. 

The patient's thoughts and feelings somehow cause short-
term physical changes in the brain or body ... 

Many people feel better after they get medical treatments 
that they expect to work ...

Can doctors prescribe placebos?

Most doctors will tell you they have used placebos. 

But doctors do often prescribe placebos the wrong way. In 
today's world, a doctor can't write a prescription for a sugar 
pill. The doctor has to prescribe something and every active 
medicine carries some risk of side effects.

Is placebo a sugar pill?

Common placebos include inert tablets (like sugar pills), inert 
injections (like saline), sham surgery, and other procedures.

In a clinical trial any change in the placebo arm is known as 
the placebo response, and the difference between this and 
the result of no treatment is the placebo effect.
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Mi dicono che Io ho una malattia,

 Li guardo e mi chiedo se parlano di me …

  di quello che sono ora …

 Io non sono malata.

 Perchè mi dicono questo?

 Io non la considero una ‘malattia’… 

Sto bene ora, 

e posso fare tante cose che prima non facevo … 

come ad esempio vivere nuove esperienze. 

 Lei era malata, non Io … 

Io sono viva più che mai.  

Ma loro continuano a dirmi che sto male … 

 ... ma parlano con me?
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Today is the 5th of October, 2018.

I am at home in Puglia, in the South of Italy — finally. 

In a month, I am temporarily going to live by myself, in the 
countryside, where my parents have a house. They only use 
it in the summer so, during the winter, it is free.

I got back yesterday morning at 10 am — and woke up the 
following day at 1:45 am, a little earlier than normal. 

I had to clear and throw away the few remaining things that I 
had left in my London flat — my landlord had explicitly asked 
me to leave it in the same condition in which I had found it.

From June, I was living in temporary accommodation, after 
being kicked out of my old flat for renovations in May. I took 
a very small, furnished room nearby in Clapton; above an 
Asian restaurant, which was noisy and smelly.

I did not have much time to look for a new flat — it looked 
difficult to find one in a short time: I wasn’t working, I had had 
no money into my bank account in the previous six months, 
and so had no guarantees of any kind, and did not know how 
long I would stay in London, in light of my health situation.

I asked a few friends if they could keep my stuff for a period 
of time. No one was very happy to help. I was trying to 
organise myself. 

A couple of weeks before my move date, one of them said 
yes. She owned her own house, with storage in the basement. 

The day before my move, she let me down, saying no. It was 
raining badly. 

I could not understand how people can play with you like 
that. So, the day after — and the same day I had to move — I 
thought I would ask my landord’s help. He knew my overall 
situation. He was my last chance.

George — I said (my landlord’s name) — do you have any 
rooms available temporarily? Unfortunately, I haven’t found 
anything.

At the moment, I am renting out a very small room in 
Clapton — he replied. I am showing it to a couple of people 
interested today, but if you need it, you can take it. I have 
known you for a long time, so you decide, but it can be a 
temporary solution for you, I tell you.

I need storage as well — I continued …

There is a storage cupboard there; on every floor, there is 
a small one. There is no key, but the people living in the 
building are trustworthy, so you don’t have to worry about 
anything. Also, if you need to move your boxes, I can help 
with my car — he replied.

Really George? — I said — thank you very much. Your help 

A YEAR LATER …
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is very much appreciated. You don’t know how much you are 
helping me. Thank you …

I trust you — he said.

My landlord helped me. My friend, a dear one, let me down.

One door closes; another opens. 

I was lucky.

I accepted it.

The news — that I had to leave my flat in London — came 
while I was still recovering from the hospital experience.

Damn — I thought — what can I do now? 

I was desperate.

That was my first reaction. After breathing calmly, I thought 
about what I should do.

I was already dealing with my illness — and now I had to deal 
with my London flat as well. I remember I came across and 
read a short sentence, that I had noted in my diary; it said 
that we can overcome everything that comes to us.

Keeping that certainty in mind, I continued on my path 
with faith. I believed that I was strong enough to overcome 
anything.

Then, I closed the door, and put the key under it.

I walked down to the bus stop, and took bus N 149, going 
to Liverpool St station. From there, I took another bus, 
called Terravision, that took me to London Stansted airport. 
I caught the flight to Italy at 6:20 am, after an endless queue.

I am in Mesagne now.

I went back to London for a month to pack up all my stuff. 
That was a bit difficult: I did not feel well, with intense pain in 
the joints from July onwards. It was a new pain, unexpected 
and delusional, which blocked me …
Sometimes I could not walk or raise my arms, especially in 
the evenings — a sort of arthritis.
It comes with my pathology; 25% of people in my same 
situation have it.

I had to deal with it as well. It was not a lucky period.

I had already lost a couple of flights booked in August, as 
I was unable to move. Time was passing fast, and I wanted 
to sort out my situation in London, so I decided to go back 
there at all costs, in spite of everything.

I needed help. 

My parents could not come as they are old, and have never 
traveled outside their town; and those few friends I had in 
London were very busy with work — we all know London life 
… In addition, I had lost a few contacts, due to my long stay 
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that revolution comes not by being concerned with your 
character, with your acts and your doings, but by being 
concerned with your being. Being is a positive phenomenon: 
once the being is alert, awake and conscious, darkness 
suddenly disappears — your being is of the nature of light.

Sleep is like darkness.

It is not accidental that you find it difficult to sleep when 
there is light: it is natural.

Darkness is inherently linked to sleep.

But what happens during sleep?

You lose consciousness, little by little.

Then, there comes a period in which you dream: where you 
are half conscious, and half unconscious. And, in the morning, 
if you have dreamt continuously, you are tired; dreams exist 
for a certain reason.

In your waking hours, you will have accumulated many things: 
thoughts, feelings and desires will have arisen within you, 
and you will want to satisfy all of them — in reality. Because 
you have not done this, you keep them inside — and the 
mind creates dreams. In your private world, where anything 
is possible, you can play with your lust, with your fear, and 
with your hidden desires.

In the United States, they have sleep labs. There, they have 
discovered that, if a person is not allowed to dream, within 
three weeks he will go mad.

What does this mean?

It means that dreams are necessary: they are an essential 
for us. Without dreams, we cannot exist: they are our food 
and our strength; they are release of madness and, once the 
release is complete, we fall into sleep. 

Every night, a normal person has eight cycles of dreaming, 
and just a few moments of deep sleep, between two dreaming 
cycles. In that deep sleep, all consciousness disappears: it is 
absolutely dark.

Every night, when you fall into sleep, you fall into deep 
unconsciousness — a coma.

That is why we are afraid of darkness — because it is deathlike. 

You may have been wandering in darkness for millions of 
lives, but it cannot destroy your inner light. Darkness cannot 
destroy light — how could it?

Yet, many of us think that darkness is against light.

Darkness cannot be against light …

Anger comes; that shows only that your inner flame has been 
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completely forgotten. But, though this forgetfulness can 
shroud it, it cannot remove it. So, the real darkness is our 
forgetfulness — which can invite anger, greed, lust, hate and 
jealousy. They do not attack us.

We send the invitation. Forgetfulness is the real darkness.

And, in forgetfulness, everything happens. We are like a 
drunkard: we have forgotten ourselves, completely; who we 
are, where we are going.

The direction is lost.

If you remember, you become light. If you forget, you become 
darkness. And, in darkness, all sorts of robbers attack you; all 
sorts of mishaps occur.

Self-remembrance is the key. In this way, we become ‘self-
centered’, in the non-pejorative sense of being aware inside 
ourselves.

One thing is certain — our mind will always create desires … 
incessantly. But we have an inner flame, of power, ever within 
us, which can transform the whole of existence.

That being will be of the nature of light. Self-remembering 
is important; along with awareness that we are doing it, and 
that we are present in anything we have experienced.
The more we know our inner nature, the more we penetrate 

the other. How can we kill to eat?

It becomes simply impossible.

Imagine a house, that has remained closed for hundreds of 
years: it is in darkness. You go in, and you strike a small light.
It is enough to illuminate that old darkness. The moment the 
light comes in, it is gone.

Jesus is reported to have said, on the cross — Father, forgive 
these people because they know not what they are doing. 
He was simply saying — these people are not of the nature 
of light; they do not remember themselves. They are acting 
in utter forgetfulness: in darkness, they are moving and 
stumbling. Forgive them — they are not responsible for 
whatever they are doing.

How can a person, who does not remember himself, be 
responsible? We do so many things without awareness: we 
enlighten and destroy our lives, without being truly aware of 
our words or actions.

Find your inner flame with passion: seek it — it is there, inside 
you. Once you realize your inner being and the light, you are 
no more of this world: your world will transform.

You are a different being, feeding on light, instead of 
darkness. 
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